Hang Lee vs White Sox (Apr 27, 2015)

Baseball Open League 2014/15 - Men's A
#1 Hang Lee vs #2 White Sox - Composite Box Score
Apr 27, 2015 at Hong Kong (Sai Tso Wan)

Composite Box Score

Attendance: 200

Play-by-Play

Hang Lee

White Sox

Umpires - HP: MOO Eva (HKG) 1B: CHENG John (HKG) 2B: CHEUNG Wai Ho (HKG) 3B: LEUNG Yu Chung (HKG)
Start: 12:00 Time: 02:15 Attendance: 200
Weather: Sunny Game notes: Scorer - CHAN Cindy (HKG)
Baseball Open League 2014/15 - Men's A
#1 Hang Lee vs #2 White Sox
Apr 27, 2015 at Hong Kong (Sai Tso Wan)

Hang Lee starters: 12/ss AU W L; 76/3b TING C P; 20/rf YUNG C W; 16/p LEUNG Y C; 42/2b NG Y M; 47/c WU C Y; 26/cf CHAN K W; 3/1b TSANG W K; 50/lf CHAN T Y;

White Sox starters: 13/3b LEUNG W H; 8/cf CHOW W H; 52/2b WU T T; 33/c TAM H Y; 11/1b SIU Y H; 38/p LEUNG K H; 4/ss CHAN T W; 17/if LEE C H; 44/p MOK W T;

Hang Lee 1st - AU W L fouled out to 1b (2-2 BKKB). TING C P reached on a muffed throw by 1b, assist by ss (2-2 KKBFB). TING C P advanced to second on a wild pitch. YUNG C W flied out to cf (2-2 BSFB); TING C P advanced to third. LEUNG Y C grounded out to 3b (0-1 K). 0 runs, 0 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB.

White Sox 1st - LEUNG W H struck out swinging (0-2 KFS). CHOW W H fouled out to 3b (2-2 BKKB). WU T T tripled to center field (0-2 KS). TAM H Y popped up to 1b (2-2 BBSFFFF). 0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.

Hang Lee 2nd - NG Y M reached on a throwing error by 3b (1-1 KB). WU C Y reached on a throwing error by ss (1-0 B); NG Y M advanced to second on the error. CHAN K W grounded out to p, SAC (0-0); WU C Y advanced to second; NG Y M advanced to third. TSANG W K grounded out to ss, RBI (1-2 SBK); WU C Y advanced to third; NG Y M scored, unearned. CHAN T Y struck out swinging (1-2 KSBS). 1 run, 0 hits, 2 errors, 1 LOB.

White Sox 2nd - SIU Y H struck out swinging (0-2 KFS). LEUNG W H grounded out to ss (0-0). CHAN T W struck out swinging (1-2 KSBS). 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.

Hang Lee 3rd - AU W L reached on a fielding error by ss (0-2 KKB). TING C P fouled out to 3b (1-0 B). AU W L stole second. YUNG C W struck out swinging (1-2 KKBS). LEUNG Y C doubled down the lf line, RBI (2-2 BKBF); AU W L scored, unearned. NG Y M flied out to rf (3-2 BBSFB). 1 run, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.

White Sox 3rd - YEUNG K H to lf for CHAN T Y. LEE C H singled to left center (0-2 KKF). LEE C H out at second c to ss, caught stealing. MOK W T struck out looking (1-2 KSBFK). LEUNG W H grounded out to 3b (2-0 BB). 0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 0 LOB.

Hang Lee 4th - WU C Y flied out to rf (1-0 B). CHAN K W flied out to ss (0-0). TSANG W K grounded out to 1b unassisted (0-0). 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.

White Sox 4th - CHOW W H lined out to 2b (1-2 BKFF). WU T T flied out to 3b (2-2 KKFBBF). TAM H Y flied out to rf (1-0 B). 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.

Hang Lee 5th - YEUNG K H walked (3-1 BFBB). YEUNG K H failed pickoff attempt. AU W L reached on a fielder's choice to second base (1-1 BF); YEUNG K H out at second 2b to ss. AU W L failed pickoff attempt. TING C P fouled out to 1b (1-1 KB). AU W L failed pickoff attempt. YUNG C W walked (3-1 BBBBB); AU W L advanced to second. LEUNG Y C walked (3-2 BKBFB); YUNG C W advanced to second; AU W L advanced to third. NG Y M walked, RBI (3-1 BBBKB); LEUNG Y C advanced to second; YUNG C W advanced to third; AU W L scored. LEE C H to p. LEE C Y to lf for MOK W T. WU C Y lined out to p (1-1 BF). 1 run, 0 hits, 0 errors, 3 LOB.

White Sox 5th - SIU Y H flied out to c (0-0). LEUNG K H grounded out to ss (0-0). CHAN T W grounded out to ss (2-2 KBFFFB). 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.

Hang Lee 6th - CHAN K W flied out to to 2b (1-0 B). No play. No play. Batter set to TING C P. TING C P grounded out to ss (0-1 F). Batter set to YEUNG K H. YEUNG K H flied out to ss (1-1 FB). 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.

White Sox 6th - LEE C H grounded out to ss (0-2 FFF). LEE C Y grounded out to 1b unassisted (0-2 KF). LEUNG W H struck out swinging (1-2 KKBS). 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.

Hang Lee 7th - AU W L walked (3-0 BBBB). TING C P doubled up the middle, RBI (2-2 BKBK); AU W L scored. YUNG C W flied out to 2b (1-0 B). LEUNG Y C singled to left field, RBI (0-0); TING C P scored. NG Y M reached on a fielding error by ss (0-0); LEUNG Y C advanced to second. NG Y M advanced to second on a wild pitch; LEUNG Y C advanced to third on a wild pitch. WU C Y walked (3-2 BBFFB).
LEUNG W H to p. SIU Y H to 3b. LEE C H to 1b. CHAN K W struck out swinging (2-2 KKBBS). TSANG W K doubled to left field, 2 RBI (1-0 B); WU C Y advanced to third; NG Y M scored, unearned; LEUNG Y C scored, unearned. YEUNG K H walked (3-0 BBBB). AU W L reached on a fielder’s choice to shortstop (2-2 BFFB); YEUNG K H out at second ss unassisted. 4 runs, 3 hits, 1 error, 3 LOB.

White Sox 7th - TING C P to p. LEUNG Y C to 3b. CHOW W H struck out looking (1-2 BKFK). WU T T walked (3-1 FBBBB). TAM H Y flied out to lf (0-2 SSFF). WU T T out at second c to ss, caught stealing. 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.

Line score

Hang Lee 7, White Sox 0 (Apr 27, 2015 at Hong Kong)

Hang Lee............ 011 010 4 -  7 4 0     (5-1)
White Sox........... 000 000 0 -  0 2 5     (4-2)

Pitchers: Hang Lee - LEUNG Yu Chung; TING Chu Pok(7) and WU Chun Yeung. White Sox - MOK Wing Tung; LEE Cheuk Hang(5); LEUNG Wai Ho(7) and TAM Ho Yin.
Win-LEUNG Yu Chung(1-0)  Save-TING Chu Pok(1)  Loss-MOK Wing Tung(4-1)  T-02:15  A-200
Weather: Sunny
Game notes:
Scorer - CHAN Cindy (HKG)

Abbreviations / Leyenda Simbolos